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Physical Constraints on !lodels of timma-Ray Bur8ters

Richard I. Epstein
Space Astronomy and Astrophysics

Los Alamos Na tional kboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

1 In troduc tion

Gamma-ray bursts are spec Mcular high ●nergy events. To ●pprecia u this, one can
recall how they were discovered [ 1 ]. The Vela eatill itis detected them with their
CSI scintillation counters which were sensitive to photons with energies from O. 2 to
1.5 lle V coming from ●ny direction (since these detictors were built to monitor
compliance wf th agreements the t forbade nuclear tasting in space the se instruments
were prepared to detect large, unpredictable, bursts of gamma- rays.) When the
astronomical gamma-ray bursts appeared, they dwarfed the emission from the rest of

the universe, including the sun, by orders of magnitude. These events were hardly
expected and barely believable. They would have been mkan ● s instrumental
malfunctions if they were not observed simul tineously with eepara te detec tors ●board
different satellites.

This highlights the importance of confirmatfiry observations, especially in
stud y

the
of erratic, transient phenomena like gamma-ray bursts. It is difficult to

build reliable gamma-ray instruments and to ●deque tely understand the ir response
functions. For example, high energy photons can enter the sclntlllatnre diractly or
they can scatter in other parts of the instrument or in other components of the
sa tellite before depositing energy in the scintilla tors. A mono-energetic , uni-
directional beam of photone therefore can generate a broad signal in the detectors.
If the response func tions are imperfec tly known the in farred incident spectra could
sppear to have bumps or wiggles which are merely ●rtifAt”. t3 of
process [2].

the deconvolution
To allow for possible errors of this sort, ● n observed property of

gamma-ray bursts can be considered reliably estiblishad only after it has been
measured bv at least two p?oups using independent detec tore tnd analysis routines.

This report deals wi:h the constraints that can be placed on models of gamma-ray
burst sources based on only the well-established observational facta and physical
principles. The next section develops the premise that tlw very hard x-ray and
gamma- ray continua *pectra are well -estiblietnd ●spects of gamma-ray bursts.
Se? tion 3 summarizes recent theoretical work on gamma-ray bursts with emphasis on
the geometrical properties of the models. Sectione 4 ●nd 5 descr\be constraints on
the source models which ● re implied by the x-ray ●nd gamma-r&y spec tra. The main
results ● re illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows tt~e allowed rangea for the luminosl ty
and characteristic dimension for gamma -rsy burst sourcee. Section 6 summarizes some
of the deductions ●nd inferences about the nature of the gamma-ray burst sources.
The reader im referred to several recent conference proceedings [ 3,4, 5] and review
articles [6,7,8,9] for ●ccounts of other ●specta of gamma-ray bu:ets.

2 Well*’ Est.ablished Facts-—

A gamma-ray burst source is typically quieecent for one or more y~ars with ● flux
below the detection lavel of -10-7 ●rg S-l cm-2, Then, for ● 1-10 second in~rval,
At, it flaree, ● ttains fluxes up to 10-4 ●rg s-i cm-2, fluctuates on time scaleg ● s
short ● a O.OL S* ●nd ●xh{bits one or more pecks (in rara cams At can bc ● a short as
O, 1 seconds or ● . long ae 1000 seconds) . In one caae, the burst of 1079 Narch 5,
clear periodic variations were observedt the weak emlsaion aft~r the main peak of
the burnt was seen to fluctuatr with an 8 second period [10]. In the more
decade since

than a
their diocovery, ?everal hundred burst. have bgen detacted, but OnLy



two sources have been seen to repeat [11,12]. However, the locations of on~Y a
small frar. tion of these sources were ●ccurately determined and there could have
been other repes ting sources [66]. In fact, since there are ● t least hundreds of
observable bursts esch year, the totil number of bursts tha t have occurred during
the hixtory of the galaxy far exceeds the number of galactic neutron stars (the

favored canal ida te for the site of the burst; see below) , which implies that each
source typically repea ts many times.

Figure 1 shows the apec tra of several bursts. Here the power per logarithmic
bxndwidth, P, Is plotted ●gainat the photin energy E; P = d[ power] /d[ in ( pho ton
anergy) ]. l’hfs is a convenient plot for theoretical dlscuseions because P peaks in
the energy range where most of the power is emitted .1 (For reportin -~ observations,
however, the usual convention of giving the photon flux in photons s Cm-* keV-l is
●ppropriate since this more closely reflects what ia ●ctually measured, ) Since the
spectra of the gamma-ray burst are know~ to vary substantially on the shortest time
scales for which measurements have been obtainable (0.25 s) [13], the spectra shown
here have to be treatad as time ●verages, ●ven for events ouch ● e 1972 May 14,
1979 July 31, ●nd 1981 Oct. 16, where the spectra hve been measured over different
phases of the bursts. men with this caveat, Fig. 1 illuotrataa two *lgnificant
aspects of the gamma- ray burst spectrs: the x-ray portlonn of the spectra rise
at.eeply and the hard gamma-ray parts of the spectra do aot show sharp high energy
Cutoffs. These points will now be examined more closely.

The x-ray spectra below -100 keV rise steeply with spectral index k in the range
0. 8-1.0 where A is defined by P - EA. This property of the x-ray em~sslon is

●pparent in ●ll the svtilable data: In the OSO-7/ Ili P-6 [15] measurements, in the
Iiakucho data [16], in the Apollo 16 da~ [17] (in this *et of measurements the slope
of the x-ray spsctrum is well determined, but because the location of the source was
poorly known, there is ambiguity with respect to its normalization), and in the
IS EE-3/P 78-l [18]. The laat ●xperiment ●lso meaaured the x-ray power in the
3-10 keV relative b the total gamma-ray power for three other bursts (1979 flarch 7,
1979 March 25, 1979 May 4). For these events it -S found that this x-ray to gamma-
ray retio was about 0,02 , which is consistent with the dati shown in Fig. 1.

Accurate measurements of the x-ray spectra of gemma-rtiy bursts are difficult to
ob ain because the low energy ●nd high ●nergy parts of the .pectra ● re determined
with differgnt instrumented ●nd in come cases different w t~llitaa, ●nd because the
preponderant gamma-ray flux can be scatmrad into the x-ray detectors,
Nev@r thelees, she independent determination. by several research grouna, ~nd the
lack of any reportad counter ●xamples, makes the steeply rising x-rey spectra ?GQ of
the @ecur@ly determined •~!pects of gamma-ray bursts. It should be notad that in the
e xpor imen ts where time htstorias of the bursts wer~ determined, the x-ray flux and
the gamma-ray flux varied differently. In all casea the x-ray flux decreased more
slowly after the pesk of r.he burst, ●nd in soma ●vente the onse t of the x-ray f lux
precedes the or.aet of tha ganma-ray flux [ 19,65].

‘Tht error limits shown in Fig, 1 represent only the quoted uncertiintias in the
photon number fll~x par ●nergy in~rval, The unceruin tiea in the photon energy E
also contrlbutna to the error bounds for P (by moving the data points along a 1 ine
of ~lope two)! but this 1s not shown.
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Figure 1. H@a~I:red gamma-ray burst spectra which f.xhnd down to the x rays or Up to
the hnrd gamma rays, The power per logar~thmlc btndwidth is plott~d agalnnt the
photon energy, The dam ware taken from Rt!ferencea 114-18].
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Figure 1. continued

The published spectra from Apollo 16, HEAO-1, and the WI satellite show tha t
spectra above 1 tle V ~xhibi~ spectral indicaa of -1 < I c I. HATZ ET AL. [ 20] raport
tha t ths SMM data chow that over 60X of the burst a~act~a have considerable emirnsicn
above 1 tle V. P:rtherrore, the distribution of the maximum obaerv~ble en~rgies 1s
coneietant with the photon spectra having powar law forma and ~0 high energy

Cutoffs, Recent liEAO-1 dsta confirm that gamma-ray buruta commonly rsdiate ●bove
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1 MeV [67]. These measurements supersede the older data which suggested the t the
spectra were rapidly falling above 1 MeV [6].

There ●re other aspects of the gamma ray bmst spectra the t have been reported in
the literature but which cannot yet ba cocuidered SS “well -es Mblishad. ” In the Ir
●xtensive compilation of the Konua observations of gamma-ray bursts, Haze ts and
coworkers [21,22,23] report th t N7Z of the bursts show bumps or emission fern tures
near 400 keV and that about a fourth of them nbw ?~amps, dips , or wiggleu near
70 keV. The high ●nergy features, which are Aought of as redshifted 511 keV
annihilation lines, ware not confirmed by WI or lSEE-3 observations [ 2, 24] in two
outbursts which were reported to exhibit -402 kcV features in the Konus da= . The
low energy features reported in the Konus catilog, which hare been taken as evidence

~G magnetic field, have ye t to b~ confirmed .for cyclotron resonances in a 2-7 x 10
Gn the o ther hand, the HEAO-1 observa tions o i the 1978 !hrch 25 burst [ 25] (which
wa s Tlot observed by the Konus experiments) ●xhibit a 55 keV absorption line and a
-400 keV emission line, and there have been other observations tha t show suggestions
of these features [ 13, 26, 27], so the questt~n of the existence of “cyclotron” and
“annihilation” lines is certiinly not closed.

3 Theoretical Proposals

Table 1 summarizes some of the general questions that have been raised in
connec tion with gamma- ray burst sources and some of the propoaala for answering
them. The only issue for whfch there is near unanimity is the site of the bursts:
nearly Ill recent theoretical work is based on the premise the t the bursts are
generated in the vicinity of neutron surs. This agreement hag been motivated
largely by the observations of the “cyclotron” lines, by the “pal---annihilation”
lines, and by tte observed 8 second oscillations in the Mil of the 1979 March 5
bursts. Since the reality of the spectrsl features should be viewed with caution,
the rallying of theorists around a neutron star model for gamma-ray bursts may be
prema ture, and one should maintain an open mind toward black hole models or other
models if they :how promise of explaining the spectral and temporal properties of
the bursts.

There is no sign ot any precipitous rushing to consensus on ●ny of the other
issues concerning gamma-ray bursts. Most of the work referred to in Table 1 has
appeared in the recent literature and presumably is thought to be in agreement with
currantly ●vailable data ( though this do not imply that all of the older theories
are incompatible ~ith the newest data or that recent inattention to them necessarily
reflects poorly on their merits. ) Column three of Table 1 estima@s some of the
geometric ●nd energetic proper tiea of these explanations. These estimams provide a
rough guide to what is implied in the models but, of course, do not fully
characterize them. For insmnce the source region may be highly elongatid with one
dimension comparable b R (as !J [32] and [44]), or the emission from Compton
sca ttering can be nonlsotropic if the electrons are outwardly streaming [53].
Despite these caveats, the thrust of Tuble 1 is that most of the current theoretical
d iscussions are concerned with localized sources of gamma rays which are on or near
the our faces of neutron star t ●nd emit ● t least )0’7 ●rg 6-1. Fus thermore, the
emission is gsnaral!y taken to be nearly isotropic or ● t least symmetric Wit.il

respect to the \lirec tion of the magnetic field.
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TABLE 1. GAMMA-RAY BURST CHARACTERISTICS

Issue — Explanation Notes’ References

Site Neutron star

Energy source Thermonuclear
Cometiry impact
Stellar quake
Accretion disk
Gas accretion

Red ‘a tion Bremsstrahlung
mechanisms Synchro tron

Comp ton
First-order Fermi
Curvature

Socrce Thin disk (-100 pc)
distribution Thick disk (--1 kpC)

Large Halo (>40 kpc)

R- 1G6 cm

r-tK<R
r-tK <R
r-R, h(<R
r-lKR
r-iK ?.

isotropic
mirror- symmetric

i so tropic
isotropic
beamed

L-1037 erg S-l
L--103$ ●rg S-l
L>1042erg S-l

[91

[28,29,30]
[31,32,33,34,35]
[36,37,38,39,40,41]
[42,43,44]
[45,46]

[16,21]
[47,48]
[49]
[43]

[501

[51,52]

2R is the stellar radius, r is the ctnract.eristic dimension of the gamma ra;
emitting region, h is the hei!,~ht of this region from the stellar surface, and L is
the lU !inosity In y rays.

4 ~he X-Ray Paucity Constraint ,-

As noted ●bove, gamma-ray bursts have steeply rising spectra in the x-ray range and
radiate most of their power above several hundred keV. Comparing gamma- ray burst
spectra to the spec tra from other ●stronomical sources illustrates how unique the se
apec tra are, especially in th x-ray ~ange. Figure 2 shows spectra from several
sources which flare, burst, pulse, or fluctuate. Some astronomical sources produce
gamma-ray spectra ●bove a few hundred keV tha t are not very dissimilar to the gamma-
ray burst spectra in this energy range; however, there are no known gamma-ray
em~ tting obj ec ts which produce relatively so few x rays. This lack of x rays is a
unique signature of the gamma-ray burst spectra ●nd may be a clue to the physical
nature of their origin.

Any process which would generate ●n excessive flux of x rays must be excluded
from models of gamma-ray bursts; this is the “x-ray paucity constrain t.” One such
process is the degrading or reprocessing of an intense gamma-ray flux on the surface
of a neutron star. Given the luminosity.ea and sizes that are commonly ●saumed for
gamma-ray burst sourcez, one might expwct that a significant fraction of the total

emission would be thermal fzed and would emerge ● s x rays. A second excluded proress
is optically thin oynchrotron em scion from electrons which radiate mo~t of their

●nergy [which ~kes less thn
!10-L (10 L2G/B)2 s] before they are reaccelera ted.

Thic process produces ● n x-ray spectrum with ● spectral index of about A - 0.S [S9],
considerably flatter thn the obeerved spectra which have indices between 0,8 and

1.0. Therefore, the synchrotrons mechanism as it is usualiy invoked is incompatible
with the x-ray data.
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The se restrictions severely limit the range of physically consistent gamma-ray
burst models. A successful model must explain how the energy generated in a burst
is radiated with no more than about 2% thermal x-ray pollution= (The observations
SbOW tbt less than about 2% of the power from a gamma-ray burst is emitted between
3 and 10 keV.) The emi$sion mec~ni$m must generate Pred~ina*lY gamma raYs with
an x-ray spectrum that is at least as steep as 1 = 0.8; I.e., the number of photons
per decade of energy should be approximately constint or increasing with energy.
Ffnally, the gamma rays that are generatid must not be degraded i~to many softer
x-ray photons by interaction with matter. It is clear that some of the proposed
models will have difficulty overcoming the first two requirements, especially models
which post.ulat the burst energy is thermalized in an optically thick ~egion or

which involve synchrotrons ●mission. The last requirement, that the reprocessing of
the gamma rays does not over-produce gamma rays, depends on the interaction of the
gamma radiation with matter; it {s thus a topic which falls in the purview of this
mee ting and is general in that it poses restrictions on the geometry of gamma-ray
burst sources which are largely independent of the details of the particular mcdels.
We will, therefore, exatiine this point in some more detail.

The problem of reprocessing gamma rays to x rays can be treated as occurring in
two stages: the extraction of energy from the gamma rays and the generation of
x rays. Gamma rays incident on matter lose ●nergy predominately by Comptor
scattering on electrons. A photon with an energy comparable to the electron rest
mass loses about half of its energy in a single scattering. Fully relativistic
Monte Carlo calculations of photons impinging on a stellar surface [60] find that
distributions of gamma rays with spectra similar to those observed in gamma-rav
bursts deposit more than blf of their energy in about three electron scattering
depths. These results are insensitive to the incident angle of the gamma rays. The
energy that the gamma rays lose can be radiated as x rays or softer photons, or lt
can drive mass motion; what occurs depends in large part on the rate of energy
deposition. For low heating ratis the surface temperature is in the IIv range; at
somewhat higher rates x rays are emitbsd; and at stili higher rates the emerging
flux exceeds the Eddington limit and drives mass ejection.

The energy deposited by the gemma rays ‘ eventl’ally
reradiation occurs at approximately the same xate at which
the effective temperature is

‘eff = (cF@l/4

reradiated. If the
the surface is heated,

(1)

where Fs 1S the incident flux of gamma rsys, c is the fraction of the energy that is

deposited in the star (c > 0.6) and u is the S~efan-Boltzm~~n ~~nstint.
Equation (1) gives Te ~ abo~re

f
1 keV for F$ greater than 2 x 1024 erg s cm . T ff

is a good estimate o the cc)lor temperature of the reprocessed ●mission if the t~me
for the energy to escape from the stir is short compared to the duration of the
burst and if the time to build up a thermal distribution of photons is short
compared to the photon escape time. For a stat:c neutron star surface which i$
covered with Pop I composition material (as mtght be expected if the gamma-ray
burets are an ●ccretion phenomenon)) the rate at which thermal photons are generated
is comparable to the ir escape rate and more than 99% of the deposited energy is

reemitted during the gamma-ray burst tf the event persists for more than O.O1 s

[601. The near equality of the thermalfz~ t.ion and escape rates suggests ihat the
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color temperature of the escaping x rays may exceed the effec tive tempera ture.
The se estima tea were made for a nonmagnetic stellar surface. If the surfae. e field
exceeds about 1011 G, then the transverse motion of 1 keV electrons would be
inhibited, and the average photon scattering and emission rates can change by about
a factor of two [61].

(kmma-ray burst models can satisfy the x-ray paucity constraint if the incident
gamma- ray flux is so low that the peak of the reprocessed emission ialls below the
x-ray range or is very faint. To estimate the properties of sources that satisfy
th!s constraint, consider the following generic model of a gamma-ray burst source:
Take the gamma-ray emitting region to be a distance h from the surface of a
stir

neutron
and to iso tropically rad ia te a luminosity L in gamma-rays. The gamma- ray . lux

that strikes the neutron star suriaze fs approximated by

Fs = L/4Th2 (2)

and the frac tion of the emitted gamma rays the t the neutron stir subtends iS

approxima ted by

& = (2 + 4 h2/R2)-l (3)

which has the correct limiting values for large and small valu~s of h/R.

This is thus a simple two parameter representation of the energetic and geometry
of a gamma-ray burster; for most of the published gamma-ray burst models it is
possible to find values of L and h which fit into this scheme (see Table l).

At sufficiently large h or small L the x-ray power in the 3-10 keV band is less
than 2% of the totil gamma-ray power. Figure 3 shows
(L, h)-plane

the allowed region in the
thst is ob mined under the assumption tk t the color temperature is

equal to the effective *mpera ture. If the pho tcn distribution is not fully
thermal ized so tk t the color tempera ture exceeds the effective temperature, then
the boundary between the allowed and forbidden region is shifted to the right.
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1 ine
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line labele y + y + e‘+ e-, the gamma-ray abundance constraint is aa tisf ied .

The “Edd ingt.on tempera ture” TE is defined as the temperature for which the black
body flux is intense enough to drive ionized hydrogen off the surface of a stir:

3C mp g
TE=(

~)’” - ‘“’2 ‘~~4 “V (4)

where ~T is the Thomson cross Section and 13L4 is Lhe surface gravity in units of
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1014 cm S-2; for realistic neutron ntar modeis g14 is of order 1-10 [62]. For large
values of L and small values of h the effective temperature of the neutron stir
surface exceeds TE, and some of the surface material is radiatfvely expelled from
the stir. ‘1’hls expulsion is partially inhibited by ths pressure of the incident
gamma rays, but it is unlikaly that the atiosphe~e would be st~tic. In these cases
the estimates of the reprocessed x-ray flux in a static atmosphere cannot be relied
upun since some of the energy deposited by the gamma rays is used to accelerate the
escaping matter. The region in the (L,h)-plane where the Teff exceeds TE is
inaicated in Fig. 3. In this region a radiative hydrodynamic calculation is
required to determine the ratio of the x-ray and gamma-ray fluxes.

5 The Gamma-Ray Abundance bnstraint

The observations of photon spectra extanding far above the electron-pair production
threshold implies that few of the very high energy photons are destroyed in or near
the source region by interacting with magnetic fields or with each other. These
facts can be used to establish lfmits on the magnetic field, luminosity, and size of
the ziource region,

The probability of electron-positron pair production t;’ photons of an energy E
(in MeV) interacting with a magnetic field rises sharply when the value of the field
perpendicular to the direction of photon propagation exceeds about 4 x 101l/E G [63]
(this is for a source ditnensionof 1 km; if the source dimensi~n is 0.1 km, the
field strength estimate is increased by about 10%), If bhe magnetic Cicld in the
source regions were greater than this value and if the low energy gamma rays were
emit~d over large angles, then many gamma-ray bursts would exhibit spectra that cut
off sharply at several HeV. The lack of any indication that the burc: spectra cut
off below 6 ileV has been used to infer that the source fields are probably less than
about 1012 G [20]. This limit, while tenbtive, does not support the contention
that the reported spectral features at tens of keV are cyclotron lines,

Two high energy photons can interact to produce an electron-positron pair if the
sum of their center-of-momentum energies exceeds the pair rest mass energy. The
cross section for this process is of the order cf the Thomson cross section. Since
the observed gamma-ray burst speci,ia do net exhibit high-energy cutoffs, pair
production apparently does not destroy the large majority of the highest energy
phowns. To see what type of constraint this implies for the source regions,
consider a source region of size r. The density of gamma-ray photons in and near
the source region is of the order of n - L/(c r2 Ep) where E

R
is a ch3racteri9t.ic

photon energy defined so that L/E is the flux of photons t at are energetic enough
to produce pairm. l’hecondition t~t the source regions are optically thin to
photon-photon interactions implies that n r uT < 1 or

L:r~pC/OT* (5)

It could be ●rgued the t in the source region the gamma rays could be both
destroyed and regenerated; however , a s the gamma tays escapa from
the

the vicinity of
source, they are still sub~act to photon-photon interactions, If the highest

energy photons are not to be destroyed after they have left. the source, the source
Luminosity must obey a relation similar to (5). A detiiled study of photon-photon
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interactions for gamma rays outside of the emitting regions has been carried out
taking into account a range of source skpes and spectra and using accurate cross
sections [50]. This study showed the t for a spherical source which radia~s
isotropically from its surface the gamma-ray luminosity below 2 !leV must be limited
by

L ~ 1037 (r/10 km) erg s-l . (6)

For r - h, which is expected for same moJPls (see Table 1), this limit can be
displayed In the (L, h)-plane, as shown in Fig. 3. Thfs lim4 t complements the x-ray
limits ~n restricting models which invoke small , luminous, isotropic sources.

6 Conclusion&

The relative paucity of x rays in gamma-ray burst spectra coupled with a lack of any
observable cutoffs at the high energy end of these spectra, re~tricts the range of
physically consistent gam.,a-ray burst models. Only a limited frnction of the
emittid energy of gamma-ray bursts can be thermal lzed on Lhe neuti’on sur surface,
degraded by spchrotron radiation, or destroytid by photon- photin reactions. Xf the
gamma rays are emitted iso tropically, then the source region litust b~ large compared
to the size of the neutron stir (--10 km) and cannut be very ciose to the stellar
surface. These constraints are aummarfzed in Fig. 3.

The implication 1s that the eources of the gamma-ray bursts ore either large and
far removed from the surface of any neutron star or that the em’l!sion is beamed away
from the stellar surface, If the emission is outwardly beamed , there must be some
reason why the observed intensity does not commonly exhibit pariodlcity due to
stellar rotation. Per bps the magnetic field diatrlbution~! are ●zimuthally
symmetric about the directions of the angular momenta of the stars so there is no
rote tion modulation, or the star6 ● re rota ting very slowly, or the radiation is
radially collimated over much of the stellar surface so the emlasion pa turn is
isotropic. “He gamma-ray beaming might be produced by alectromagne tir accelera tion
during a disk instability !42-44] or a stellar quake or gli~eh [36-41] or by
radiation interacting with a relativistic (possible pair-dominated) wind [53].

I thank Waayuki Itoh and Albert Pe tschak for their comments on .,le manuscript.
This work was performed undt!r the auspicea of the US Department of lhergy.
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Discussion

F. C. t’!ichel: If the neutron stirs that are the so.rc~. of the gamma- ray
bursts are extinct pulsars, there would be only .v1O within 300 pc. This
tightly constrains what the gamma-ray burst source might be. It is Implausible
tha t comets are hitting practically all of these neutron stirs so frequently.
Also the glitch rate from observed pulsars is too low.

c. B. Boyle: Are there any obvious reasons why the observed optical outbursts
do not imply tha t the y-ray burst source is not within a binary system.

R, I, Epstein: Gamma-ray reprocessing in a wind [53] or a disk [44] might
gelterate the required flashes.

J. C. Brown: How steep must khe low energy slope of P(E) be to ●gree with the
dam? I ask this since bremsstrahlung cannot yield P(E) steeper than E1 and
this is possible only if the electron spectra stuirply peak at higher en~rgies.

R. I. Epstein: slopes of 0.8-1.0 are allowed and tnc optically thin
brernsstrahlung process is acceptable in this regard. However, the electron
distribution is constrained , and the requirement tht the eource be optically
thin places severe restrictions on the source geometry [ 9].

S. Starr field: How does the 5 rlarch 197” event fit in with your picture?

R. 1. Epstein: is in the LMC at -55 kpc, its gamma
lf ‘ht2s;:;c:.?f ‘h;;eev:::tric tonray luminosity is -10 based on the yy + e++e-

reac tions le therefore very s~vere [ 64] even though there is no observational
evidence for an extensive high energy tiil in this burst. l’heae considers tions
suggest tha t the source of the 5 March 1979 event is much closer than the LMC
or tb t the emission ia highly collimated.


